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Objectives 

Printing – I have been working with the DVC: Learning & Teaching to investigate the cost of printing 

and the feasibility of reducing the amount of printing on campus and the hidden costs printing incurs 

for students. The work is ongoing and will hopefully have a positive impact on students’ perceptions 

of value for money. The hope is that announcements can be made before the end of 1st Semester. 

Principles of Partnership – After having my proposal approved by Learning & Teaching Committee, I 

have since met with the Learning & Teaching Lead who wants to work with me on the project. I have 

also met with the University Secretary to discuss overall student engagement, possible future 

projects, and how we can promote an image of partnership to prospective students. 

After reviewing the interviews carried out during the rep review I plan to start the ‘Principles of 

Partnership’ project by facilitating discussions between staff and students about whether there is a 

community of staff and students at YSJ and how students/staff define it. After working out the YSJ-

specific definition of ‘community’ I plan to use that as a foundation for future work. 

Timetable – I have been working with the President of Wellbeing and Diversity, linking up my 

objective of combatting late lectures with the objective of student safety and street lighting. More 

details of this project can be found in Olivia’s (PWD) Impact Report. 

 

Careers 

HEAR promotion & collaboration – Over recent months, I have worked with the Student 

Opportunities Manager and the Careers team to work on promoting the HEAR (Higher Education 

Achievement Report) to current students. This has involved planning out campaigns (such as 

‘Become a HEARo’) and including the HEAR in events and activities run by the SU. The first stage of 

this was carrying out a keynote presentation at the Annual Sports & Societies Conference. This was 

met with enthusiasm from students and the hope is that by continuing to work with the Careers 

team, we can help increase the amount of students accessing their HEAR account. 

Battle of the Schools – As part of the Summer In December week, run by the Careers team, I am 

planning a ‘Battle of the Schools’ competition which will run in conjunction with Enterprise Rent-A-

Car. Each school will enter a team, consisting of eight students, and they will complete a marketing 

challenge involving a final pitch of their idea. The winners of the event will get the option to have 

their CV read over by the recruitment team at Enterprise or get fast-tracked through the application 

process for the Graduate Intern scheme. This event will be a great opportunity to show to students 

that graduate internships are open to all courses – not just business. 

Life after graduation – Around March time, the SU and the Careers team plan to work together to 

run a Life After Graduation campaign where we will work with the local council, estate agents and 

the ILE team to run workshops and create resources that can help students once they’ve left YSJ. 

 



 

External Events 

BAAL Conference 2018 – Over the summer I volunteered with members of the Linguistics Society at 

the British Association of Applied Linguistics Annual Conference. It was a great event to get involved 

in and it was great to chat to students about how volunteering at that event could help with future 

employment (i.e. transferable skills) and further study. 

QAA: Quality Matters – Last Wednesday the Student Voice manager and I went to Manchester for 

the ‘Quality Matters’ conference run by QAA. It was a great event filled with lots of useful workshops 

and examples of best practice which can be replicated at York St John. It was also a great 

opportunity to meet members of the QAA student panel which will be really useful contacts for the 

future 


